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The theory of maximum probability estimation is predominantly asymptotic. In this paper it 
is shown that in many cases maximum probability estimators based on small samples are admissible 
for all practical purposes, in the sense that their expected gain function is arbitrarily close to the 
expected gain function of an admissible estimator. 
Estimation efficiency admissibility 
1. Introduction 
The theory of maximum probability estimation, developed in [4]-[9], is pre- 
dominantly asymptotic. This asymptotic theory can be briefly described as follows. 
There is an index n, which takes positive integral values, and we examine what 
happens as n increases. For each n, let X(n) denote the random vector to be 
observed, on which the estimator is to be based. X(n) does not necessarily contain 
n components, nor are the components of X(n) necessarily independent or identi- 
cally distributed. The joint distribution of the components of X(n) depends on m 
unknown parameters or, . . . , 8,. f,,(x(n); &, . . . , 13,) denotes the joint probability 
density function of the components of X(n). The set R of all possible values of 
the vector (or,. . . , 19,) is an open subset of m-dimensional space. 
For each n and each vector (e,, . . , , t9,) in 0, R,(Br, . . . , &,) is a measurable 
subset of m-dimensional space, containing the m-dimensional origin (0, . . . , O), and 
as n increases R,(el, . . . , 0,) shrinks toward this origin. For each n, we set up the 
following statistical decision problem. A vector (Or, . . . , D,) must be chosen, based 
on X(n), and the gain W(D1,. . . ,D,; O1,. . . , 0,) is equal to one if the vector 
(01-01,. . . ,D, -8,)isinR,(611,. . . , O,), and is zero otherwise. Thus the expected 
value of the gain for a given decision rule (Dr(X(n)), . . . , D,(X(n))) is 
pC(Dr(X(fl))-el,. . . , D,(X(n))-8,) is in R,(O1,. . . , &,)]. 
For any given values Dr, . . . , D,, let R,*(D1, . . . , D,) denote the set of all 
vectors (e,, . . . , 8,) in 0 such that (III --or,. . . , D, -0,) is in R,(B1,. . . , 0,). 
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If 81(n), . . . ) i,,,(n) are measurable functions of X(n) satisfying the equality 
I I 
. . . fn(X(n); 81, . . . , 0,) dr9r . . - d0, = 
R%%(n),....%,(n)) 
then we call e,(n), . . . , t?,,,(n) “maximum probability estimators of or, . . . ,8, with 
respect to R,(&, . . . , 0,)“. The reason for this name is that if or,. . . , 8, can be 
estimated with increasing accuracy as n increases, then the decision rule which 
chooses Jr(n), . . . , i,,,(n) maximizes the asymptotic value of the expected gain at 
each point (or,. . . , &,) in 0, among a class of decision rules satisfying a reasonable 
regularity condition. 
In the present paper, we are interested in nonasymptotic properties of maximum 
probability estimators, so we simply eliminate the symbol n wherever it appears 
in the discussion above. We will show that in a variety of problems, the expected 
gain function of the decision rule which chooses the maximum probability estimators 
fll,. . . , &,, is arbitrarily close to the expected gain function of a decision rule which 
is admissible among all decision rules satisfying a reasonable regularity condition. 
That is, for all practical purposes the maximum probability estimators are admissible. 
We sketch the technique that will be used to demonstrate the near-admissibility 
of maximum probability estimators. Let g(Bi, . . . , 0,) be an a priori joint probability 
density function for or,. . . , &, where g(8r,. . . , &,,)>O for all points (or,. . . , 0,) 
in a, and g(@r, . . . , e,) is relatively ‘flat’ over 0. (If the m-dimensional volume 
of R is finite, we can take 
g(er, . . . , e,) = [volume of n]-’ for all (el, . . . , e,) in f2, 
but this cannot be done if the volume of 0 is infinite.) Let @r(g), . . . , D,(g)) 
denote the decision chosen by a Bayes decision rule relative to the a priori 
probability density function g(&, . . . , 0,). Dl(g), . . . , D,,,(g) are the values of 
D1, * * *, D, which maximize 
I I 
. * . g(el,..., e,)f(x; el,. . . , e,) de1 - . . de,. 
R*(DI.....D,) 
If 
I I . . . f(X; el,. . . , e,) de1 - a a de,,, =I(D1,. , . , D,) say 
R*(D,.....D,) 
decreases rapidly enough as (Dl, . . . , D,) moves away from (6r, . . . , &,,I, then since 
g(el,..., 0,) is flat, we would expect (D,(g), . . . , D,,,(g)) to be close to (81, . . . , &), 
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and thus E{ W(Dl(g), . . . , D,,,(g); ol,. . . , &,)} to be close to E(W(81,. . . , I%,,; 
e,,..., 0,)) for all (or,. . . , 0,) in R. Below we exhibit several cases where 
g(@,, . . . , 0,) can be chosen so that E{W(Dr(g), . . . ,D,,,(g); 81,. . . , d,,,)} is uni- 
formly arbitrarily close to E{W(8r,. . . , &,,; O1,. . . , &)}, and one case where this 
is not true because I(Dt, . . . , D,) does not decrease rapidly as (Dr, . . . D,) moves 
away from (6r, . . . , &). 
Once we show that the decision rule which chooses ((?I,. . . , g,,,) has expected 
gain function close to the expected gain function of the decision rule which chooses 
D(g), . . .,&l(g)), we still must show that this latter decision rule is admissible 
or nearly admissible in a satisfactorily wide class of decision rules. First we note 
that since the gain function we are using is not continuous, the expected gain 
function need not be continuous. For example, suppose m = 1, 0 = (-co, co) and 
R(8) is the closed interval [-r, r] for a positive finite r, so that the expected gain 
is the probability that the estimator will differ from 6’ by no more than r. The 
decision rule which chooses D = 5 no matter what value of X is observed has 
expected gain equal to one for 8 in the closed interval [5 -r, 5 + r] and equal to 
zero for all other 8. This decision rule would never be used, but below we give an 
example of a reasonable decision rule which also has a discontinuous expected gain 
function. Since some expected gain functions can be discontinuous, we cannot use 
the simple device described in [l, p. 801 to demonstrate the admissibility of the 
decision rule which chooses (D,(g), . . . , D,(g)). 
Let p denote a decision rule, and W(p, 0) denote the expected gain when using 
p ande=(er,..., 0,) is the parameter vector. Let %’ denote the class of decision 
rules defined as follows: p is in %? if and only if, for each 8* in n and each E >O, 
each m-dimensional ball with center at 0* and positive radius r contains a subset 
(S(0*, r, E) say) of positive m-dimensional volume such that 1 w(p, 0) - fi(p, O*) 1 s 
e for every 8 in S(B*, r, E). In most problems arising in practice, and all the problems 
to be discussed below, the class %? contains all the decision rules that would be 
considered for actual use. 
Let g(e,, . . . , 6,) be an a priori probability density function which is positive for 
all (e,, . . . , t9,) in 0. Let p(g) be a Bayes decision rule relative to g(f3r, . . . , 0,). 
Assume there is a positive value d, such that for each 8* in 0 there exists an 
m-dimensional ball centered at 8” and of positive radius, such that 1 W(p (g), t9) - W 
(P(g), e*)lcA f or all 8 in the ball. Then if p is in % and W(p, 0) 5 W(p (g), 0) for 
all 8 in a, W(p, 6) G W(p (g), 6) +A for all 8 in R. That is, if p is better than p(g), 
it cannot be better by more than A anywhere in R. (Note that if W(p(g), 8) is a 
continuous function of 8, A can be taken arbitrarily close to zero.) To prove this 
assertion, we assume that it is false and force a contradiction. Suppose that at some 
point in 0, say at 8*, we have W(p, B*)> W(p(g), 8*)+A, say W(p, 0*) = 
W(p(g), O*)+A +y, where y >O. But there is a ball centered at 13*, with 
I~(p(g),8)-~(p(g),8*)1~4 at every 8 in the ball, and so W(p(g),e)c 
W(p, e*) - y at every 0 in the ball. Because p is in Ce, there is a subset (S* say) of 
the ball with S* having positive volume and with W(p, 0) 3 W(p, 0*) -tr for every 
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13 in S*. Then for every 6’ in S*, we have W(p, 0) 2 W(p(g), 0) +iy. Then 
I J 
. . . del,. . . , e,)PVp, 0) - Wdg), 011 doI s . . de, 2 
R 
2 J J . . . g(ei, . . . , e,)& de1 - . . de, >o, 
RnS’ 
and this implies 
J J 
. . . g(e)Wb, e) de1 - a . de, > 
I J . . . g(e)W(p(g), e) de1 . a a de,, 
R R 
which is a contradiction, since p(g) is Bayes with respect to g(8). 
Now we give several examples of the use of the techniques for showing that the 
maximum probability estimator is arbitrarily close to being admissible among 
decision rules in the class V. 
2. Estimating the mean of a normal distribution 
Suppose Xi, . . .X,, are independent and identically distributed, each normal, 
with unknown mean @ and known standard deviation (T, R = (-co, co), R(8) = [-r, r] 
with r positive and finite. X denotes (Xi + * - * +X,)/n. 8, the maximum probability 
estimator with respect o R (e), is equal to.%. Let g,(8) denote the a priori probability 
density function for 0 given by (1/2v)) e-““’ for -ao< 8 <co, where u is a fixed 
positive value. The Bayes decision rule p(gU) with respect to g,(8) chooses the 
decision D(g,) as follows: If X < -r -(+*/(nu), then D(g,) =X +c*/(nv); if X > 
r +a*/(nv), then D(g,) =X -o*/(nu>; if -r-a*/(m) <x <r +(+*/(nu), then 
D(gU)=X(1+cr2/(mu))-‘.Inallcases]D(g,)-5) c (+*/(nu), and from this it follows 
that 
;I%m;x]E{W(D(g,);e)}-E{W(&;e)}]=O. 
E{ W(t?;o)} = @(rJn/o) - @(-rJn/o), w h ere @( * ) represents the standard nor- 
mal cumulative distribution function. It is easily verified that E{W(D(g,); 0)) is a 
continuous function of 8 for each u. Thus the value A defined in Section 1 can be 
taken arbitrarily close to zero, so p(g”) is admissible among all decision rules in 
the class 59, for each 21, and the maximum probability estimator has expected gain 
function arbitrarily close to that of an admissible decision rule. Also, the maximum 
probability estimator is maximin: that is, it maximizes the minimum (with respect 
to 19) expected gain. This follows from the fact that if the maximum probability 
estimator were not maximin, there would be a decision rule with expected gain 
function greater than G(rJn/cr)-Q(-rJk/a)+ y for some positive y, which in 
turn would imply that for large enough u, p(gV) could not be a Bayes decision rule 
with respect to g,(8), which would be a contradiction. 
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3. Estimating the location parameter of an exponential distribution 
Suppose X1, . . . , X, are independent and identically distributed, each with proba- 
bility density function e-(‘-‘) if x 3 8, zero if x < 8, R = (-co, co), R(8) = [-r, r] with 
r positive and finite. r?, the maximum probability estimator with respect to R(8), 
is min{Xr , . ..,X,}-r.E{W(8;8)}=1-e-*“‘. Let g, (19) denote the a priori probabil- 
ity density function for 8 given by (1/(2v)) e-‘e”v for --coo< 8 < 00, with u>l/n. 
Then the Bayes decision rule p (gU) with respect to g, (0) chooses decision D (g”) = 8: 
So in this case the maximum probability estimator is admissible in the class %. It 
is also maximin. 
4. Estimating the center of a uniform distribution 
Suppose X1, . . . ,X, are independent and identically distributed, each with a 
uniform distribution between e - $ and 8 + $, R = (-a, co), R(8) = [-r, r] where 
0 < r < $. In this case, the maximum probability estimator 8 is not unique: it can 
be any value in the closed interval 
[max{X1,. . . ,X”}--$+r, min{Xr,. . . ,X,)+$-r]. 
We will take s to be $(min{Xr, . . . , Xn}+max{X1, . . . , X,}). A simple calculation 
shows that E(W(8; f?)}= 1 -(l-2r)“. Let g”(e) denote the a priori probability 
density function for 8 given by (1/(2v)) e-‘e”” for -co< 6J <CO, with u >O. Then a 
Bayes decision rule p(g”) with respect to g”(e) chooses decision D(g,) as follows. 
If max{Xl, . . . , Xn} - min{Xr , . . . ,X,} L 1 - 2r, D(gv) can be anywhere between 
max{Xr, . . . ,Xn}-i+r and min{Xr,. . . ,X,,}+i--r: we will define D(g,) to be 
f(max{Xr, . . . ,X”}+min{Xi, . . . ,X,}). If max{Xi, . . . ,X0}-+<-r and 
min{Xr, . . . ,X”}+:>r, then D(g,)=O. If max{Xr,. . . ,X,}-min{Xr,. . . ,X”}< 
l-2r and min{Xr ,..., X,}+$cr, then D(g,)=min{Xi ,..., X,)+5-r. If 
max{Xr, . . . ,X,)-min{X,, . . . ,X,}<l-2r and max{Xi,. . . ,Xn}--ba -r, then 
D(g,)=max{Xi, . . . , X,} -i + r. A straightforward but tedious calculation shows 
that E{W(D(g,); 6)) = 1 -(l-2r)” if 0 <-r or 8 >r, and E{ W(D(g,); 0)) = 1 if 
-r c 8 s r. Thus r? is inadmissible in this case since p(g”) is a better decision rule. 
Note that in this case I(D) does not decrease as D moves away from 
f(max{Xr , . . . , Xn}+min{X1, . . . , X,}) but stays between max{Xr, . . . , Xn} -4 and 
min{Xi,. . . ,X”]+$ 
5. Estimating the center of a symmetrically truncated normal distribution. 
Suppose X1, . . . , X,, are independent and identically distributed, each with proba- 
bility density function B e-(x-e’2’2 fore-1<x~e+1,zeroifx~8-1orx>e+1 
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where B-’ = @(1)-0(-l), f2 = (-co, a), R(8) = [-r, r] where r is in the open 
interval (0, 1). Let min denote min{Xi, . . . ,X,,}, max denote max{Xi, . . . ,X,}, and 
X denote (Xi + * - - +X,)/n. & the maximum probability estimator, is given as 
follows. If max-min 2 2 -2r, t!i is not unique but can and will be defined as 
:(max+min). If max-min<2-2r and rf<max-l+r, then 8=max-l+r. If 
max-min<2-2r and X>min+l-r, then $=min+l-r. If max-min<2-2r 
andmax-l+r<X<min+l-r, then @=rf 
Let gU(0) denote the a priori probability density function for B given by 
(1/(2v)) e- ““” for -co< 8 <co, with u > 0. Then a tedious but straightforward 
calculation shows that the Bayes decision rule p(gU) with respect to g,(8) chooses 
decision D(g”) as follows. If max-min L 2 - 2r, then D(g,) is not unique but can 
be taken to be $(max +min). From now on, assume that max - min c 2 - 2r. If 
max - 1 > 0, then 
D(g,)=max-l+r ifX<max-l+r+l* 
nv’ 
D(g,)=min+l-r ifX>min+l-r+‘; 
nv 
D(g.)=X--l- ifmax-l+r+$SXSmin+l-r+k. 
nv 
If min + 1 < 0, then 
1 
D(g,)=max-l+r ifX<max-l+r--; 
nv 
1 
D(g,)=min+l-r ifX>min+l-r--; 
nv 
D(g,)=X+l ifmax-l+r--l--CXSmin+l-r-k. 
nv nv 
If max-l<O<min+l, then 
D(g,)=max-l+r ifX<(max--l+r) 
D(g,)=min+l-r ifX>(min+l-r) l+_L ; 
( ) nvr 
D(gu)= x 
l+ lfnvr 
SXS(min+l-r) 
A comparison of I? and D(g,) makes it clear that 
lim max IE{ W(D(g,); 0)) -E{ W(8; @)}I = 0. 
v-e00 e 
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E{W($; 0)) is a constant, since 8 is an invariant estimator: that is, if each Xi is 
replaced by Xi +c, s is replaced by f?+ c. Thus E{ W(D (g,); 0)) gets closer and 
closer to a constant as ZI increases, so by taking v large enough we can take the 
value d as close as we please to zero. This implies that the expected gain function 
of the maximum probability estimator is arbitrarily close to that of an admissible 
decision rule. 
The examples of this section and the preceding section emphasize the difference 
between asymptotic and small-sample theory. It is shown in [5] that asymptotically 
these two examples are equivalent, in the sense that in each example (min, max) 
is asymptotically sufficient and has the same asymptotic joint distribution. But for 
small samples the maximum probability estimator is far from being admissible in 
the earlier example. 
6. Estimating the standard deviation of a normal distribution 
Suppose Xi, . . . ,X, are independent and identically distributed, each normal, 
with known mean p and unknown standard deviation 8. R = (0, co). We note that 
in this example 8 is a scale parameter, whereas in all previous examples 8 was a 
location parameter. For a scale parameter the following R(8) seems reasonable: 
R(8) is the open interval (-cl& czO) where cl, c2 are positive constants with cl < 1. 
Define Y as JCy=, (Xi -F)~. Y is observable, and is a sufficient statistic for the 
estimation of 8. The probability density function for Y is 
1 12 “12-lf (n/2)]-‘(i/e)(y/e>“-* e-(y’e)2’2 if y >O, 
I 0 if y (0. 
Denote this density by fy(y ; e). Then the maximum probability estimator 8 is the 
value of D that maximizes ~~~::~~;~fy(y; 0) d6. Clearly, 620. This maximization 
problem becomes easier if we transform Y and 8 as follows: define 2 as log, Y 
and w as log, 8. Then the probability density function for Z, with w as parameter, 
is 
[2 n’2-‘f(n/2)]-’ e”(z-w) exp(-$ e2(z-w)) for -03 < 2 <co. 
Denote this density by fz(z ; w), and note that w is a location parameter for Z. W, 
the maximum probability estimator of w, is equal to log, i, and is the value of D 
that maximizes J~I,‘~f$;$ fi (z ; W) dw. Choose cl, c2 so that log,(l+c2)= 
-log,( 1 -cl) = r, say, where r > 0. An easy calculation then shows that 
Now let g”(w) = (1/(2u)) e-‘““” for --oo < w <co be an a priori probability density 
function for o, and compute D(g,), the decision chosen by the Bayes decision rule 
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with respect to g,(w). A straightforward calculation shows that if D(gU) < -r, then 
if D(g,) > r, then 
m”)=z-h%e ( 4nr +&Iv e 2r_e--2r ; ) 
if -r c D (g”) c r, then D(g,,) satisfies the equation 
D(g,)=Z--ilog, 
( 
4nr +(4rlv)D(g,)lr 
2r 
e -e-2’ >. 
It follows that ]D(g”) -G 1 s k(u), where k(v) approaches zero as v approaches 
infinity. It follows by the same reasoning as used in earlier examples that the 
maximum probability estimator is arbitrarily close to an admissible decision rule. 
7. Estimating the parameter of an autoregressive process 
In all the examples above, the observation vector consisted of independent and 
identically distributed components, and 8 was either a location or a scale parameter. 
In this example, taken from [4], we abandon both of these conditions. 
Suppose Yi, . . . , Y, are independent standard normal random variables with 
n > 2. We do not observe Y,, . . . , Y,. What we observe are Xi, . . . ,X,, where 
Xi=0Xi_i+Yi for i=l,..., n, with X0= 0 and 6 an unknown parameter; n = 
(-co, co). The joint probability density function for Xi, . . . , X, is 
(2?P2 exp{-+[x: +(x2-Bxi)‘+ * * * +(xn -0x,-I)‘]]. 
Since 8 is neither a location nor a scale parameter in this case, we must find a 
reasonable R(e). The maximum likelihood estimator, say $, of 8 is in the present 
example given by (xyLir X,X,+,)/(~~~~ X.7). A simple calculation shows that as 
10 I+ co, the random variable 10 I”-“(6 - 0) has a limiting distribution. This suggests 
that for 101 large, R(e) should be such that the gain is one if ID -01 is of order 
1/]8]“-2. In accordance with this, we define R(e) as the interval (-r, r) if 101 C 3, 
and as the interval (-r/]e]“-2, r/lel”-2) if ]@I> 1, with r a fixed positive value. Then, 
for IDI large, the limits of integration for 8 in I(D) are 
where c,(D) and c2(D) both approach zero as IDI increases. 
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Now let g,,,(8) be.an a priori probability density function for 0 defined as follows: 
U’, w are positive values. 
1 
For -u s 8 c V, g,, (0) = 
2(V + w)’ 
For 8 > U, g,,w(@ = l 
e-N-WV 
2(v+w) * 
For 8 < -u, gLW(@)= l 
(e+v)/w 
2(v+w)e . 
Let D(g,,,,,) denote the decision chosen by the Bayes decision rule with respect to 
g,+(8). If we take v vary large, D(g,,,,,) will be equal to the maximum probability 
estimator 8 except when 1 I$\ is very large. In cases where 161 is very large, e is 
the value of D that maximizes 
I 
D+(r+c,(D))/IDI”-* n-l 
exp -f(e - e^)” 1 Xi’ de, 
D-(~+c~(D))/IDI”-~ i=l I 
and D(g,,,,) is the value of D that maximizes 
I 
D+(r+c,(D))/IDln-2 
D-(r+c1(D))/jDI”-* I 
n-1 
g,,,,(8) exp -f(@ -e^)’ C X: 
i=l I 
de. 
From the first of these integrals, it follows that JcX’ jG- e^l must remain 
bounded as I s^ I increases. From the second of these integrals, it follows that 
must remain bounded as e* approaches infinity, and 
must remain bounded as 6 approaches minus infinity. For 10 1 large, Jc is 
O,( 18 In-l). It follows that 18 l”-2l 8--D(g,,) 1 converges stochastically to zero as 
(0 I increases. Thus, if v is large, the probability is close to one that 6=D(g,,,) for 
) B I not large, and the probability is close to one that 18 I”-21#-D(gv,,) I is close to 
zero for 18 ( large. It follows that 
lim rnfx IE{W(D(g,,,); 8)}-E(W(8; e)}l =O. 
u-m 
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8. More than one parameter 
The technique illustrated above for several examples with one unknown para- 
meter also works in many cases with more than one unknown parameter, but the 
computations required can be complicated. There are cases in which the computa- 
tions reduce to separate one-parameter computations. Suppose there are m 
unknown parameters 8i, . . . , 8,, and the observation vector X consists of m 
mutually independent subvectors X(l), . . . , X(m), where the distribution of X(i) 
depends only on 8i. Also suppose R(81,. . . , 0,) is n;, Ri(ei), where Ri(ei) is an 
interval. Then & is a function of X(i) only, Suppose the joint a priori probability 
density function g(el, . , . , 6,) is given by fl:, gi (0,): that is, under the a priori 
distribution, the m parameters are mutually independent. Then the estimator of 
Bi chosen by the Bayes decision rule with respect to g(Bi, . . . , e,), say Di(g), will 
be a function of X(i) only. If P[Di(g) is in Ri(@i)]-P[B;, is in Ri(Oi)] is close to zero 
for all values of t9i, for i = 1, . . . , m, then the expected gain of the Bayes decision 
rule is close to the expected gain of the decision rule which uses the maximum 
probability estimator, for all values of the parameter vector (Si, . . . , &,). 
9. Maximum likelihood estimators 
The theory of maximum probability estimation was originally developed in the 
course of studying asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimators. In [2] 
and [3] it was shown that if logf(X; Oi, . . . , 0,) is approximately a quadratic 
function of el,. . . , 8, in a neighborhood of the true parameter vector, then the 
maximum likelihood estimator is approximately the maximum probability estimator 
with respect to any convex region symmetric about the m-dimensional origin. This 
is illustrated in the examples of Sections 2, 6 and 7 above, where logf(X; 8) can 
be differentiated twice with respect to 8, and the maximum likelihood estimator is 
close to the maximum probability estimator with respect to [-r, r] for all r. The 
other examples above show quite different behavior: The maximum likelihood 
estimator is close to the maximum probability estimator with respect to r-r, r] 
only if r is close to zero. Thus in Section 3, e^ = min{X1, . . . ,X,,} and 6= 
min{Xi, . . . , X,)-r, so the expected gain using t? is 1 -eenr, while the expected 
gain using 6 is the larger value 1 - e-2”r. 
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